We review how Elko arise as an extension of complex valued four-component Majorana spinors. This is followed by a discussion that constrains certain elements of phase freedom. A proof is reviewed that unambiguously establishes that Elko, and for that matter the indicated Majorana spinors, cannot satisfy Dirac equation. They, however do, as they must, satisfy spinorial Klein-Gordon equation. We then introduce a quantum field with Elko as its expansion coefficients and show that it is causal, satisfies Fermi statistics, and then refer to the existing literature to remind that its mass dimensionally is one. We conclude by providing an up-to-date bibliography on the subject.
Elko
Elko a are defined as the (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) eigen-objects of the spin-j charge conjugation operator. They arose when one of us was at the Los Alamos National Laboratory in the early 1990s, and there was lot of excitement surrounding neutrino oscillations. Understanding their nature, and everything related to neutrinos was simply the inspiration of that exciting time. In order to understand neutrinos he had gotten Majorana's 1937 paper translated into English, and in that context he was studying Pierre Ramond's primer [1] . In the early chapters Ramond reminds that if φ(p) transforms as a massive (0, 1/2) Weyl spinor then σ 2 φ * (p) transforms as a massive (1/2, 0) Weyl spinor. This observation allows for the introduction of a massive (1/2, 0) ⊕ (0, 1/2) four-component spinor
a Eigenspinoren des Ladungskonjugationsoperators, in German. For higher spins we will take the liberty of using the acronym Elko to mean 'eigen-objects' of the spin-j charge conjugation operator. This prevents the nomenclature to become too complicated. b The magic, the said author realized, instead lies in recognizing σ y = iΘ with Θ interpreted as spin-1/2 Wigner time reversal operator. Then using the property that for any spin, the Wigner time reversal operator satisfies
allows the needed magic to happen, that is: if φ (0,j) (p) is a left-transforming massive spin-j Weyl spinor belonging to the (0, j) representation space, then ζΘφ * (0,j) (p), with ζ ∈ C|ζ * ζ = 1, transforms as a right-handed massive spin-j Weyl spinor belonging to the (j, 0) representation space. The demand that (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) extension of (1)
be an eigen-object of the spin-j charge conjugation operator then determines the phase ζ.
For j = 1/2, one finds that ζ = ±i and
For spin one half, one thus has not two, but four, Elko. The self-conjugate Elko are the standard Majorana spinors interpreted as complex-valued four-component spinors. While the existence of the other two Elko, no longer allows the set of four Elko to be interpreted as Weyl spinors in disguise. As far as spinors are concerned they are as fundamental as the well-known Dirac spinors: Elko are the eigenspinors of the charge conjugation operator while the Dirac spinors are the eigenspinors of the Parity operator. While the 1937 Majorana field can be written in a form that resembles λ j=1/2 (p) it is to be recalled that the field is still expanded in terms of the Dirac spinors, and not Elko.
c This superficial resemblance, if not properly clarified, can be a cause of much confusion. In fact the 1937 paper is a simple statement of the fact that if one sets b † σ (p) = a † σ (p) in the Dirac field then the charge carried by such a field is identically equal to zero. The 1937 field has nothing directly to do with Majorana b Jy is the (2j + 1) × (2j + 1) generator of rotation about the y-axis, and φ (0,j) (p) is the lefttransforming massive Weyl spinor of spin j. c When no confusion is likely to arise we will simply write λ j=1/2 (p) as λ(p).
spinors. To our knowledge, these arose only some two decades later in an attempt to reformulate Majorana field [2, 3] .
Phases in Elko
For an arbitrary spin, there are (2j + 1) self-conjugate Elko, and an equal number of anti-selfconjugate Elko. Regarding φ j (p) that appear in λ j (p), beyond the fact that they transform as left-handed spin-j Weyl objects, the Elko defining arguments place no other constraints on φ j (p). If a choice of phases is made for the φ j (p), then this introduces a relative phase between the right-and left-transforming components of λ j (p). A specific choice of these phases affects the physical and mathematical properties of spin-j Elko. While there is no a priori reason to take φ j (p) as eigenobjects of J ·p, this is the simplest choice that has been explored so far. One reason for this is that the same operator also enters in the rotation and boost transformations of the (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) objects. The generators for the latter, K, equal ±i times the generators for the former, J.
While a general freedom of a global phase factor is not permitted for Elko, a restricted set of phases equal to ±1 are allowed for each of the Elko without destroying their self/anti-selfconjugacy under the charge conjugation operator. This freedom, and the choice of the phases mentioned above, dramatically affects the locality anticommutators of the mass dimension one fermions of spin one half and their extensions to higher spins [4] .
The 2005 publications mentioned above did not take these phases into account [5, 6] . The full appreciation of these phases emerged in a subsequent series of papers [7, 9] . They, in part, determine the locality structure of the originally-reported quantum field. The other part that enters the locality story is an observation that we will soon make below. But before we enter that thread let us show that the Dirac operator does not annihilate Elko.
Elko and the Dirac operator
The canonical spin one half Elko are obtained by choosing in equation (1), φ(k µ ) as eigenspinors of the helicity operator (1/2)σ ·p,
where
The phases associated with the Weyl spinors at 'rest' are then chosen as in Ref. [7, 8] . The arbitrary-momentum Elko now follow by boosting the λ(k µ )
This exercise yields a set of four Elko, two of them are self conjugate λ S ± (p), and the other two, λ A ± (p), are anti-selfconjugate under the action of the charge conjugation operator. The action of the Dirac operator on Elko can then be readily evaluated by using two observations, (a) the Elko at rest are
with phases for φ ± (p) chosen as in Ref. [7, 8] , and (b) that the helicity of iΘφ * ± (k µ ) is opposite to that of φ ± (k µ ). Combined with equation (7 ) this yields
Now we can proceed further, and explicitly note that
we have
Next we use the identities
(
and
to arrive at
Since similar results hold for the remaining three Elko, the above equation and the remaining three can be combined into the following four equations
and arrive at the conclusion that Elko cannot satisfy the Dirac equation. Equations (18) immediately combine to show that Elko do satisfy the spinorial Klein-Gordon equation
where η µν = diag{1, −1, −1, −1}.
From Elko to Mass dimension one field: causality and fermionic statistics
Since under the Dirac dual λ(p µ ) def = λ † (p µ )γ 0 , the scalar product λ(p µ )λ(p µ ) identically vanishes, the route from here to the construction of mass dimension one fermionic fields requires the introduction of a new spinorial dual ¬ λ(p µ ) in the (1/2, 0) ⊕ (0, 1/2) representation space. It can be found in reference [7, 8] . Once that is done one may calculate the Elko spin sums, and introduce a quantum field, f(x), with λ S,A ± (p µ ) as its expansion coefficients
and its associated adjoint
In the definition of f(x) and ¬ f (x) the statistics of the creation and destruction operators is left undetermined. However, the phases mentioned in section 2 must not be ignored.
To settle the statistics, consider two space-like separated events, x and y. For space-like separations temporal ordering of events is not necessarily preserved, and thus there exist two sets of inertial frame, ones in which y 0 > x 0 and the ones in which the reverse is true, x 0 > y 0 . We call these sets of inertial frame as O and O ′ respectively. In O, we calculate the amplitude for a particle to propagate from x to a space-like separated point y and in O ′ the amplitude for an antiparticle to propagate from the point y to the space-like separated point x.
e Causality requires these two amplitudes may only differ by a phase:
with θ ∈ R. The calculated Elko spin sums force these two amplitudes to have opposite signs. g Outline of this result is as follows
Substituting Amp(y → x, antiparticle) O ′ from (23) into (22), gives e iθ = −1. The Amp(y → x, antiparticle) O ′ and Amp(y → x, antiparticle) O must yield the same probability, and thus they can differ by a phase alone:
withθ ∈ R. However, one can go a step further and explicitly calculate the two indicated amplitudes in the above equation. We find them to be same. That is e iθ = 1. Using this result, (22) becomes:
That is, f(x) is fermonic
and that the amplitude for a particle to propagate from x to y and and an antiparticle to propagate from y to x in a given inertial frame are opposite.
h To decipher the mass dimensionality associated with the set f(x) and
Exploiting the just derived Fermi statistics, yields
e For doing the calculations we go from O to O ′ with a Lorentz transformation that interchanges x ↔ y: (x − y) → −(x − y). f The essence of this argument can be traced back to Feynman [12] and Weinberg [13 ] . It differs from a later argument presented on the same subject by Weinberg in Ref. [14] where the pivotal role is played by the cluster decomposition principle. g In order not to make our notation 'heavy' we are using the same symbols x and y, both in O and O ′ to mark the events under consideration. The distinction is then made unambiguous by explicitly referring the said frames. h In all the above calculations we did not use the above arrived anti-commutativity.
In each of the two terms the indicated time orderings can be split into space-like and non space-like events. Because of the observation made following equation (26) the contributions for the former add. In consequence, S F D (x − x ′ ) allows propagation outside the light cone.
We have thus derived, rather than assumed, Fermi statistics for f(x) and ¬ f (x). The S F D (x − x ′ ) has already been evaluated in the existing literature but its form now stands on firmer theoretical grounds. It endows field f(x) with mass dimension one [5] - [7] . 
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Elko and mass dimension one fermions are now an active area of research. A brief review of these investigations has been provided in the Foreword. Since the form of the latter does not allow a detailed bibliography we here list the relevant works [15] to [85] .
